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Abstract
In the Lyon smart community project developed by Toshiba, we provide energysaving functions controlling preset temperature of thermostats that operate valves.
This paper proposes a method of changing the thermostat preset temperature by
estimating the residents’ comfortable room temperature from data of motion sensors
and thermometers. The proposed method regards duration of a temperature as a
survival time and estimates a resident’s comfortable temperature by survival
analysis because the duration of the temperature is shorter when the resident feels
cold. The method consists of a training phase and an operating phase. In the
training phase, regarding rise in temperature as resident’s discomfort while the
resident is in the room, the method obtains a Weibull distribution per temperature
from the durations of each temperature. Regarding their parameters as explanatory
variables and degrees of comfort obtained in advance as objective variables, the
method builds a classifier. In the operating phase, there are two cases: finding the
lowest comfortable temperature and the multiple lowest comfortable temperatures
corresponding to multiple residents. In the former case, the method obtains one
Weibull distribution. In the latter case, it obtains Weibull mixture distributions. We
evaluated the method, using the data in four living rooms in Japan during five
winter months. In the former case, we confirmed that the estimated comfortable
temperatures in winter approximately coincide with the result of a survey of the
residents. The method contributes 24.0% energy saving in heating. In the latter case,
it may save more 4.4% energy than the former case.
Keywords - HEMS; Survival Analysis; Weibull Distribution; Weibull Mixture
Distribution; Comfortable room temperature Estimation; Lyon smart community
project;

1.

Introduction

In the smart community project developed by Toshiba in Lyon, we
introduce a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) to achieve energy
saving and comfort [1]. The HEMS provides energy-saving functions that
not only visualize energy consumption but also control preset temperature of

thermostats that operate valves by feedback control. The HEMS’s main
target is energy saving for heating that accounts for 69% of resident’s total
energy consumption in France [2]. Since energy consumption of heating
tends to be high when preset temperature is high, it is preferable that the
preset temperature is set as low as possible without compromising comfort.
Murakami et al. [3] proposed a method whereby occupants’ requests are
collected from their personal computers and reflected in control of an airconditioning system for offices. It is, however, troublesome for occupants to
input their comfortable room temperatures and for developers to develop an
input system on a HEMS. Moreover, when the occupants request the current
preset temperature as the comfortable temperature, there may be a difference
between the comfortable temperature requested by occupants and their actual
comfortable temperature. That may induce loss of energy saving. PMV
(Predicted Mean Vote) is a popular indicator of thermal comfort in homes
and offices. Yamada et al. [4] used PMV to operate a heating system that
ensures comfort. However, since it is necessary for calculation of PMV to
measure air speed and radiant temperature, this approach needs new devices
in a room and raises costs. Therefore, this approach is unsuitable for our
HEMS. It is preferable to estimate the resident’s comfortable temperature
without an additional user-input system or a special measuring instrument.
This paper proposes a method of changing the thermostat preset temperature
by estimating the resident’s comfortable temperature from data of motion
sensors and thermometers.
2.

Estimation of Comfortable Room Temperature

Generally, a resident may change heating preset temperature and a room
temperature rises when the resident feels cold. On the other hand, the room
temperature may remain unchanged when the resident feels comfortable. We
propose a method that regards the duration of a temperature as a survival
time, builds a model from survival times by survival analysis, a statistical
technique, and estimates the resident’s comfortable temperature with the
model’s features (Fig. 1). The principal characteristic of the proposed
method is that the resident’s comfortable temperature is estimated only from
data of motion sensors and thermostats.
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Fig. 1 Outline of our proposed method

3.

Method

In survival analysis, there are two kinds of ends of survival times: one is
an “event” and the other is a “censoring”1. We define the event as a rise in
room temperature while a resident is in a room. In addition, we define the
censoring as a fall in temperature while the resident is in the room, the
resident’s outgo from the room and passing of a fixed time during the
resident’s stay in this paper. A set of the survival times with events and
censorings are called survival data.
The proposed method consists of a training phase and an operating
phase. In the training phase the method models the survival data by a
parametric model [1]. Then the method extracts features from the models and
combines them with the correct comfortable temperatures that are obtained,
for instance, by a questionnaire. Finally, the method builds a classifier from
the combined data.
In the operating phase, the method also collects survival data and
extracts features. Then the method classifies each temperature as comfortable
or not with the built classifier. The lowest comfortable temperature is set as
the preset heating temperature.
First, we illustrate the training phase consisting of 3 steps: (Step 1)
preparing survival data, (Step 2) extracting features and (Step 3) building a
classifier.
(Step 1) Preparing survival data
The method assesses whether a resident is in a room or not per minute
from motion sensors. We call the assessed data in-room data. It also obtains
room temperature from a thermometer within a thermostat. We collect
survival data of temperatures from in-room data and temperature data (Fig.
2).
1

An event is originally defined as a death of a patient and a censoring is as
some exclusion of a patient in medical research.
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Fig. 2 (Step 1) Preparing survival data

(Step 2) Extracting features
By fitting survival data of each temperature to the Weibull distribution,
the method regards the Weibull distribution’s parameters as features. Before
explaining Weibull distribution, we explain some definitions for preparation.
T is a non-minus random variable and means time by which an event is
observed. A survival function F is defined using T as


F(t) = P(T > t)0 < t <∞.





F(t) means a probability that no event is observed by time t. A survival
function of Weibull distribution is defined as


F(t) = exp[-(t)p] p > 0,





where λ is a scale parameter and p is a shape parameter. In the method, λ and
p are features.
Fig. 3 is an example of calculated Weibull distributions of temperatures
in a room. The vertical line shows survival rate [%] and horizontal one
survival time [minute]. Each curve is each temperature’s Weibull distribution.
According to the result of a questionnaire, we categorize these curves into
comfortable and uncomfortable by line types: a solid curve is a comfortable
temperature and a dashed one is uncomfortable one. Survival rates of higher
temperatures tend to remain.

Fig. 3 Example of Weibull distribution of each room temperature

(Step 3) Building a classifier
By setting λs and ps of all room temperatures as explanatory variables
and corresponding degrees of comfort as objective variables, the method
builds a model of a support vector machine (SVM), a supervised learning
model, and uses the built model as a classifier. This SVM calculates a
probability that a feature point (λ, p) is comfortable. When the probability of
a temperature exceeds a decision boundary with a fixed probability value, the
temperature is estimated as comfort.
In order to obtain a decision boundary, we use two evaluation indices:
an energy-saving estimate and a rate of uncomfortable rooms. The energysaving estimate indicates how much energy may be saved per room and is
calculated as a product of the following values:
*The difference between the average heating preset temperature (22°C
in Japan, according to Toshiba’s questionnaire) and the estimated lowest
comfortable room temperature.
*How much energy may be saved at most when heating preset
temperature is lowered 1°C (10% in Japan [5]).
*The rate of energy consumption of heating in a house (25% in Japan
and 69% in France [2]).
The rate of uncomfortable rooms indicates the rate of rooms where the
estimated lowest comfortable temperature is actually uncomfortable for its
residents. As an illustration, if the estimated lowest comfortable temperatures
in three rooms are comfortable and the other one in the other room is
uncomfortable, the rate of uncomfortable rooms is 25%.
In the operating phase, there are two ways. In order to find the lowest
comfortable room temperature, the method collects survival data and extracts
features from the Weibull distribution of each temperature as well as the
training phase. The features are only one pair for each temperature. Then the
method classifies each temperature as comfortable or not with the built
classifier. The lowest comfortable temperature is set as the preset heating
temperature.

On the other hand, when some residents are sensitive to cold and others
are sensitive to heat in the same room, the method can find some pairs of
features for each temperature using Weibull mixture distributions [6]. The
Weibull mixture distributions are distribution of weighted sum of some
Weibull distributions. Survival function of Weibull mixture distributions is
defined by

where θ = (θ1,…, θk) and p = (p1,…, pk) are the parameters of each Weibull
distribution. w = (w1,…, wk) is a vector of weights whose elements are nonnegative and sum to 1.
We use Markov chain Monte Carlo methods (MCMC) [6] that repeat
parameter sampling to infer the parameters. We assume the presence of only
two kinds of residents in a room: one is sensitive to cold and the other is
sensitive to heat. Therefore we assume k = 2. In this case, the method
calculates features by the following two steps.
(1) Simulate 10000 steps of MCMC. Calculate means of λs and ps from
5000 steps where parameters may become stable. Besides, remove the
highest 5% of λs and ps because means are affected by such λs and ps.
(2) Try (1) some times. Calculate means of λs and ps in (1) and regard
them as features.
Next, the method classifies each temperature using the calculated
features and the classifier obtained in the training phase.
4.

Experiment

We evaluated the method for heating, using the data in living rooms of
four apartments in Tokyo and its suburbs in Japan during five months in
winter. The areas of the living rooms ranged from 10 to 36m2. Heating
systems in the living rooms were air conditioners which didn’t lead thermal
stratification. The temperature decay per hour in each living room was 0.7°C
at most when the air conditioners didn’t work at midnight. The heating
system was intermittent because residents turned it off when leaving the
living room. We had set motion sensors and temperature sensors measuring
by 0.1°C in the living rooms. The data in this experiment was for December
2012 – February 2013 and for December 2013 - January 2014. From motion
sensor data, we assessed whether a resident is in a room or not per minute.
Then we collected survival data from in-room data and room temperature
data. We removed survival data of temperatures that have less than 10
sample points because Weibull distributions calculated from such samples
points were not reliable. We extracted features from the survival data. Then
we combined the features and comfort of each temperature obtained by a
questionnaire survey of the residents and built a classifier with the data of

one of the five months. We evaluated values of the two introduced indices by
applying the classifier to the data of the other four months. By repeating this
procedure every month, we calculated the means of two indices with respect
to the whole months, respectively. We determined the decision boundary
from the means.
We also evaluated whether, using the above data, the method can
separate features’ pairs of a room where one person is sensitive to cold and
the other is sensitive to heat.
5.

Result

The room temperature among all households ranged from 10 to 27 °C.
We analyze data of these temperatures.
First, we mention the training phase. As an example of the result,
classifiers built with one-month data of December 2012 determine comfort
of each temperature from the features of December 2013 in Fig. 4 whose
vertical line shows a shape parameter p and whose horizontal one a scale
parameter λ. Circles are comfortable temperatures and crosses are
uncomfortable temperatures. They are plotted along with features calculated
from the survival data. The labels of each mark are rooms’ ID and
temperature. Lines are decision boundaries [%]. The smaller decision
boundaries tend to classify a temperature as comfort. By selecting a valid
decision boundary, the method can correctly classify most temperatures.
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Fig. 4 Example of features and decision boundaries

Fig. 5 plots the means of the two introduced indices on each decision
boundary are used in the training phase. In the cases that the decision
boundaries of 40% and 50% are used, the rates of uncomfortable rooms are
respectively 50.8% and 43.8%. It means residents often feel uncomfortable.
In the case that the decision boundary of 70% is used, the energy-saving
estimate is 3.9% (15.6% when it comes to heating energy). In the case that
the decision boundary of 60% is used, the energy-saving estimate is 5.8%
(24.0%) and the rate of uncomfortable rooms is 25.6%. It balances well. The
amount of energy consumption of heating in an average house in Japan is

10GJ per year2, therefore energy-saving amount of heating is 2.4GJ per year
[2]. While the rate of uncomfortable rooms given by the decision boundary
of 70% is less than that given by the decision boundary of 60%, the 60%decision boundary saves more energy.

Fig. 5 Means of the two indices on each decision boundaries in the training phase
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Second, we mention a case in which some residents are in the same
room. Fig. 6 consists of plots of features at 16°C, 17°C and 18°C. As in Fig.
4, its vertical line shows a shape parameter p and its horizontal one a scale
parameter λ. A black triangle is a feature point calculated from the Weibull
distribution whose w is larger, and a red outlined triangle is one calculated
from the Weibull distribution whose w is smaller. A solid line is the decision
boundary built with data in the four living rooms in December 2012 at 60%,
because it balanced well in the training phase. At 16°C, both the black
triangle and the red outlined one are plotted to the right of the decision
boundary. It means the both are estimated as discomfort. At 17°C, the
triangles are separated by a decision boundary. It means 17°C is
uncomfortable for a resident who tends to feel cold and comfortable for the
other resident who tends to feel hot. At 18°C, both the black triangle and the
red outlined one are estimated as comfort. The resident in this room stated
that each resident turned on heating at a different temperature. This fact
supported the method’s estimation.
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Fig. 6 Features at each temperature in case some resident are in a room

On the other hand, when the method supposed some lowest comfortable
temperatures, the method estimated 18°C as the lowest comfortable
temperature from the first Weibull distribution whose weight was 50% and
2

In France 44GJ per year [2].

from the second one whose weight was also 50% it estimated 17°C. When
the method found only one lowest comfortable temperature, the lowest
comfortable temperature of the household was 18°C. By setting the preset
temperature of the thermostat to 18°C, the energy-saving estimate of the
room was given by
(22.0°C – 18.0°C) × 10% × 25% = 10.0%.
Assuming that we can set the preset temperature to 18°C and 17°C in
proportion to the weights of the Weibull distributions, the energy-saving
estimate of the room was given by
((22.0°C – 17.0°C) × 50%) + (22.0°C – 18.0°C) × 50%) × 10% × 25%
= 11.1%.
Therefore, the energy-saving estimate was raised 1.1% (4.4% when it
comes to heating energy) and use of the Weibull mixture distributions
contributed to greater energy saving.
6.

Discussion

As we expected, uncomfortable temperatures’ durations are shorter and
comfortable temperatures’ durations are longer although comfortable
temperatures are different among rooms. The method can classify
comfortable and uncomfortable temperatures using Weibull distributions’
parameters as features. By introducing the two indices introduced, namely,
the energy-saving estimate and the rate of uncomfortable rooms, we can
determine a well-balanced decision boundary.
We have confirmed that the proposed method can estimate the lowest
comfortable temperature. According to the questionnaires we had distributed
to 400 households in France, almost half of the residents had changed the
heating settings less than once a month. Besides, the results also said 63.8%
of the French residents had accepted automatic change of heating settings.
Therefore, French people will probably accept the proposed method.
The data in this paper has been collected in Tokyo and its suburbs in
Japan. Generally, a resident in this area usually turns off the heating system
when leaving a room as long as the resident does not forget to do so.
Therefore, when the resident returns to the room, its temperature is
sufficiently low for the resident to feel cold and turn on the heating. Thus the
proposed method can estimate whether the temperature is uncomfortable or
not. In northern Japan and France, some residents do not turn off the heating
even when they go out. Since the room temperatures are unchanged, we need
to automatically lower room temperature to get more sample points and
estimate the actual lowest comfortable temperature.
7.

Conclusion

In the Lyon smart community project, our HEMS estimates comfortable
room temperature in each room and recommends a suitable preset heating
temperature to each resident. The proposed method estimates residents’

comfortable room temperature from its temperature data, where residents are
in the room, by applying a Weibull distribution to durations of each
temperature and classifying comfort or not with respect to the parameters of
the Weibull distribution as features. For obtaining a decision boundary, we
have introduced the two indices: the energy-saving estimate, which indicates
how much energy is saved in each room, and the rate of uncomfortable
rooms, which indicates the rate of rooms where the estimated lowest
comfortable temperature is actually uncomfortable for residents. We have
evaluated the method for heating, using the data of four living rooms in
Japan during five winter months. We have confirmed that the estimated
comfortable temperatures in winter approximately coincide with the result of
a survey of the residents. The energy-saving estimate is 24.0%.
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